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Anagram Pictures Names New Partner 
 

Vancouver, B.C. – Mary Anne Waterhouse has joined Anagram Pictures as a full 

partner, Anagram President Blake Corbet announced recently. Waterhouse brings 

almost two decades of experience in film & television production and finance to her new 

role.  

 
“Mary Anne brings a wealth of physical production experience, which makes us a real 

contender for larger budget co-productions and service productions. But more 

importantly, her talents in finance, negotiation and business strategy create exiting new 

possibilities for growth at Anagram.  We’re incredibly fortunate to have her.” 

 
“Anagram is a great company with a very bright future. This partnership will allow me to 

use my business skills and creativity. I’m thrilled to be partnering with them,” said 

Waterhouse.    

 
Prior to joining Anagram, Waterhouse worked with the Anagram team as a producer on 

the feature film FIDO, starring Carrie-Anne Moss (The Matrix and Memento) and 

Scottish comedian Billy Connolly. The theatrical release for FIDO is set for spring 2007. 

Other producing credits include the recently released independent feature Desolation 

Sound, starring Jennifer Beals, Ed Begley Jr. and Lothaire Bluteau and the CTV movie 

100 Days in the Jungle, starring Peter Outerbridge, Nicholas Campbell, Aiden Devine 

and Michael Riley. Waterhouse earned a Gemini Award for Best TV Movie for 100 Days 

in the Jungle. 

 
Vancouver-based Anagram Pictures (www.anagrampictures.com) is dedicated to the 

development, financing and production of original, groundbreaking film and television. 

Anagram is committed to scripts and filmmakers that promote social conscience and 

innovation. Feature films by Anagram include the highly anticipated FIDO, the critically 

acclaimed The Delicate Art of Parking and Mile Zero. With several projects currently in 

development, Anagram Pictures is one of Vancouver’s busiest production houses. 
 

-END- 
 

For more information or to set up interviews, please contact Farrah Jaffar at Anagram
Pictures at 604-730-9021 or email farrah@anagrampictures.ca 

http://www.anagrampictures.com/
mailto:ruth@ahacreative.com
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